
and personalities alive. It helps the student d 
1 •• 11 d . un erstand 

rea istica y an with a social and human pe t· 
tt • bl . rspec ive not 

a aina e in courses that study art and history in a 

cultural vacuum. Historical units could isolate 
phenomena as: 

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 

changing hero figures and types 
changing social values 
changing life styles and institutions 
the relationship of art to distribution 
new technological inventions 
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April Sneaked In 

April sneaked in when I wasn't looking. 
She is shaking the trees 
With a hint of warm breeze• 
Returning the finches, the.robins and h 
And i • • , sue 

markets or 

; giving the willows a pale yellow touch· 
Theres proof of her coming in each sound in' h 
Fro~ earlier dawn to longer twilight. , eac sight 

April sneaked in when I wasn't looking! 

Mrs. A. C. Hoppert 
Windom High School 
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Creative Teaching in Interdisciplinary 

Humanities: The Human Values 
in Pop Music 

by ANNE W. LYONS 
Bemidji, Minnesota 

Man and Modern Media 

The mid-twentieth century has thundered through 

time in motion, light, sound, and symbol. Each 

generation finds itself maturing within new and changing 

experiences. Stability is no longer understood in 

terms of firmness, permanence, and fixation. The 

sound of the times is communication, in ever more 

instantaneous communication media. One interesting 

aspect of modern media is a sub-culture called 'pop.• 

While many adults reject the "pop cult" phenomenon 

as a passing and distasteful fad, creative teachers 

find themselves with the awesome task of searching for 

value and justifying its use in previously staid, 

esoteric, and antiquated educational environments. 

Their search involves understanding, interpreting, and 

judging the artistic refinements of media. A student's 

personal growth may very well depend upon the teacher's 

grasp and proper use of contemporary media. Today's 

youth are exposed to newspapers and magazines, tele

phone and radio, television and films almost as a way 

of life. While the visual images and sounds of media 

continually change, and contribute to the change of 

western culture itself, creative teachers have often 

found that the message does not change. 

Pop lyrics is but one good example of the abiding 

message. The inherent values bouncing in rhythm and 

rock, they find, generally fall within the mainst,eam 

of the Judeo-Christian value system. In addition 

to the literary value of a given genre, and, indeed 

many songs have real literary value, of predominant 

importance is the civilizing value. This civilizing 

and humanizing value not only removes the genre of 

pop lyrics from the area of gimickry to justify its 
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